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RULES - EVERYONE - BEGINNERS
SET UPS - ANY TIME FRAME - 1m, 5m, 15m, 30m, 1h, 4h, D, W, M.
LOOK FOR LOGO LINES on back of the above bull!
Have 2 charts open but only use 1 chart to trade.
I.E. - Have the 5m & 1m charts open but only use the 1m chart to
trade and the 5m chart for verification.
The following are all sell stop examples. Just reverse it for a buy.

Set up #1 - THE PERFECT SAFETY TRADE - SELL STOP
A. On 1m chart - Candles start above The Safety Trade.com Line Color

Change red/green line,
B. Red down arrow pops up on same 1m chart.
C. A perfect Super safety Trade Sell Stop Forms on the same 1m chart. (TO

be clear - wait until bottom tsts indicator is red, the second to the bottom
tsts indicator is red, the third to the bottom tsts is red and the fourth tst
indicator turns green, the BOKK indicators 2 lines are both red, the
candles are red and the candles have came back up and retested and I
mean came back up and touched or came close to touching or went
slightly over this line).
OPTIONAL-But recommended after beginners stage -

D. Confirm the 5m candles have come back up and retested The Safety
Trade.com Line Color Change red/green line. (By retested I mean came



back up and touched or came close to touching or went slightly over this
line).

E. When all of the above happens for the 1st time - place 1 or 2 sell stops
below 1m charts - The Safety Trade.com Line Color Change red/green
line.
FOLLOW the specific rules to finish the trade out.

Only trade this trade until you perfect it.
Then you can try the following other two types of trades.



INTERMEDIATE- ADVANCED RULES

Set up #2 - Fill in the Gap Sell Stop Safety Trade
A. On 1m chart - Candles start above The Safety Trade.com Line Color

Change red/green line,
B. Red down arrow pops up on same 1m chart.
C. A perfect Super safety Trade Sell Stop Forms on the same 1m chart.

(TO be clear - wait until bottom tsts indicator is red, the second to the
bottom tsts indicator is red, the third to the bottom tsts is red and the
fourth tst indicator turns green, the BOKK indicators 2 lines are bothe
red, the candles are red and the candles have came back up and
retested and I mean came back up and touched or came close to
touching or went slightly over this line).

D. Confirm the 5m candles have come back up and retested The Safety
Trade.com Line Color Change red/green line. (By retested I mean
came back up and touched or came close to touching or went slightly
over this line).

E. CONFIRM THE 5 MINUTES CHARTS FOURTH TSTS FROM THE
BOTTOM IS RED AND HAS A BLACK GAP IN BETWEEN THE RED
HISTOGRAM BARS AND THE YELLOW.

F. When all of the above happens for the 1st time - place 1 or 2 sell
stops below 1m charts - The Safety Trade.com Line Color Change
red/green line.

FOLLOW the specific rules to finish the trade out.





Set up #3 - DIRTY Sell Stop Safety Trade
If either above set ups on the 1M chart has green BOKK
lines or a green ma line or a green arrow - just look to the
5M chart and verify that charts 2 BOKK lines are red - if
they are then the current sell trade is valid.



Specific Rules - GENERAL -

A. Please re-watch & re-do this training video 50 x week for 2
weeks minimum - 4 weeks preferably.

B. Please do NOT ASK ANY QUESTIONS through EMAIL or
DISCORD for a minimum of 2 weeks - everything you need to
know is inside this training video.

C. Please understand that if you violate this rule you will then be
banned for 2 months from emailing us and posting the
discord.

D. IGNORE ALL ALERTS that POP UP on the screen -
Specifically the alert that says EXPIRED-just move it out of the
way.

E. Only trade SPX500 - 1 minute chart until you get 17 out of 20
trades correct - or until 1 month is finished.

F. Please do not email asking about joining the Discord - because
it is in your typeform email on how to do that.

G. Please do not email asking how to get the scanners - because it
is in your typeform email on how to do that.

Please understand that we expect
&

teach PERSONAL TRADING RESPONSIBILITY.



Specific Rules -Trading
1. If you dont see a clear safety trade on 1 time frame look to the next

higher one and so on until you find one.
Keep checking the 1m and 5m to see if they form while waiting for
the higher time frames to develop.

2. The order in which the safety trades develop is - 1m, 5m, 15m, 30m,
1h, 4h, D, W, M.

3. You may open more than 1 safety trade at a time.
But keep in mind not to get caught in a higher time frame safety
trade. For example, if youre waiting for a 1 hour sell stop to form it
must go up to form it and it may trigger your 4 hour buy stop if you
have that set too close. So dont get suckered into that. Give the 1
hour room to breath, to move up. Besides the 4 hour is just there
to see if/when the 1 hour candles will bounce of the 4 hours red
line.

4. Once one safety trade finishes - look to the next higher time frame
for another safety trade.

5. As soon as a safety trade is triggered set your stop loss to above
the pivot point.

a. If the stop loss is ever hit. Take the L. Then re-evaluate the
same trade - if still valid - re-enter by placing another sell
stop.

6. Take profit - 1-2-3 pips.
Advanced option - open 2 sell stop orders OR MORE at .01 lot size
or a .02 lot size sell stop.
Once you see 2 - 20 pips profit is seen depending on what symbol
you are trading - close one order and then move remaining order at
break even or slight profit by moving your stop loss to slightly below
where you entered. Do not try to use a trailing stop or keep your stop
loss too close to the trade because you will get tapped.
Generally speaking, the higher the time of the chart, the more pips
you’ll make and the longer you can hold the trade.



7. Always move your sell/buy stop line order down/up with the
price/candle movement. Keep the line close to the red line but not
too close.

8. Always thank God -
Always do good with your profits -
Always have my back.


